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Q11 - 2) Will you be attending the governance retreat?(Aug 10, 9am-12:30pm)

Yes

No
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Q12 - 3) Will you be staying for lunch?(Lunch starts at 12:30)

Yes

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Yes 1.00 4.00 1.92 1.33 1.76 39



Q14 - 5) What should senate discuss during the breakout session?

Yes

No

5) What should senate discuss during the breakout session?

How shall we gear to the consequence of COVID-19 pandemic, such as decrease in budget and potential enrollment?

Fair Use and Copyright concerns, open access discussion

respective committee bylaws and goals for upcoming year

Any topics are current in focus.

Any news or updates from USG Concerns that may be advanced from SGA or Staff council Faculty area for common dining (I am really tired of eating at
my desk) Updates in retirement plans. Diversity update, including how is Senate doing in terms of diversity.

I am mostly attending to learn. However, if you want to do a session on technology needs across campus, I'd love to get that input.

The structure of the senate; all the different communities and how they relate to one another

Upcoming agenda for the committee.

List of goals for this year

How to strengthen faculty governance How to make Senate less a series of announcements and more of a site for deliberation and a place to have
meaningful conversations with the President and Provost.

Course assessment strategies beyond using the student survey instrument. We need to discuss issues with the use of this instrument in faculty annual
reviews.

Roadmap for new new programs based on current global trends.

senate budget

Governance processes in an era of electronic meetings. Following the Covid-19 pandemic, ways to best relaunch the work of the Senate and to
reach/represent all faculty, staff, and students across the university.

Preparedness for picking up the pieces after getting Spring Semester derailed.

Election of officers The committee report from 2019-20 to familiarize the group with work that is in progress Responsibilities of the committee

I'm guessing there will be a lot of questions related to online teaching and college preparedness for any future pandemic.

5) What should senate discuss during the breakout session?



Q15 - 6) What would you like to hear from the President or Provost?

Yes

No

6) What would you like to hear from the President or Provost?

Modification of our budget.

Plan for the new semester under COVID-19.

I would like to hear about how COVID will impact the fall semester.

How we will implement social distancing in a classroom setting. Liability issues for the University and USG if return FTF

Plans for Fall 2020 and alternate plans should we need to start online, pivot to it at some point, etc. How Spring 2020 will be taken into consideration
regarding tenure and promotion (lengthening tenure clocks, etc.)

I'll leave this for the Senate representatives to determine.

Not Really

Updates on the core redesign

A budget update.

What steps are you taking to transition the university after the challenges we have faced during Spring 2020. Ombuds service for faculty, chairs, and
deans to address issues that HR lacks the academic experience needed to address.

Updates on the return to campus after working remotely for so long. Q: What are the anticipated short and long-term ramifications of the COVID-19
pandemic for Georgia College?

University community engagement programs through outreach and research.

GC budget, USG budget, enrollment for fall

Perspectives on the urgent and important responses and institutional priorities. Ways that the Senate can be helpful and help in mobilizing efforts to
select specific priorities of focus for the next year, two, etc. Budget

A speech assuring us that there will not be faculty firings/cuts/losses.

Updates and future plans

Updates

6) What would you like to hear from the President or Provost?



Q16 - 7) Anything else you would like to share?

End of Report

Yes

No

7) Anything else you would like to share?

None

I appreciate your allowing volunteers to attend. If you believe there would be value in my staying through the entire agenda, I'll be glad to do so.
Otherwise, I'll head out at 11.

I like the meeting, but wish it was shorter.

I am new to Senate this year, so I will be mostly observing for this first retreat.

Not at this time.

It seems as though we will need to have a focus to some degree on health and wellness for individuals and our broader university community.

No

Good luck, Hauke!

It would benefit new senators to hear more specific examples about what their specific committees have recently done.

7) Anything else you would like to share?


